In recent years, several channel models for homogenous weakly coupled multicore fibers (WC-MCFs) have been proposed. To model the intercore crosstalk (XT) accurately, the amount of computation effort for numerical simulation becomes unacceptable because the calculation step size must be small enough to describe the XT that is occurring at each phase-matching point. In this paper, which is based on the nonlinear Schrodinger equations and utilizes the XT transfer function for downsampling XT in the frequency domain, we propose an efficient homogeneous WC-MCF channel model that can quickly and accurately describe the XT. The proposed channel model assumes that the WC-MCF operates in the phase-matching region and that the mean XT power is constant within the simulation time window. The relationship between the frequency-dependent characteristics of XT and the walk-off is confirmed by both simulations and experiments, which shows good agreement with the theoretical results. We also discuss the scope of the validity of the proposed channel model with different mean XT power and walk-off. In conclusion, the channel model shows good flexibility for different homogeneous WC-MCF-based transmission systems.
[10]- [14] . SC-MCFs are more advantageous in long-haul transmission scenarios because of their better nonlinear tolerance. The crosstalk (XT) in SC-MCFs between cores needs be mitigated by complex digital signal processing algorithms, such as multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) techniques [14] . In contrast, thanks to the much lower XT, the use of MIMO can be diminished in transmission over WC-MCFs, indicating its potential in cost-sensitive scenarios such as inter-data center optical interconnects [15] , optical access networks [16] , [17] and front haul for 5G [18] , [19] . Thus, in these scenarios, WC-MCFs are more competitive than SC-MCFs.
To optimize WC-MCF based transmission systems, one of the essential issues is to investigate the performance penalty due to XT, based on which the MCF can be carefully designed to ensure that the XT power that accumulates during the signal propagation is within the tolerance. Therefore, several experiments have been conducted in recent years to study the XT penalty in WC-MCFs. For example, in [6] , the authors investigated the 1-dB signal-to-noise (SNR) penalty at a bit-error ratio of 10 −3 . In [20] , the XT-induced performance fluctuations of an adaptive DD-OFDM MCF link were investigated. However, most works [6] , [20] generalize the XT characteristics from a specific experimental setup. Therefore, several MCF channel models have been proposed to analyze the impact of XT on transmission systems [14] , [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Some of these channel models are based on the nonlinear Schrodinger equations (NLSEs) with coupling terms added to describe XT. There are two main approaches to solve the NLSEs. The first is to use a small calculation step size (e.g., 1.0 μm to 1.0 mm) based on the equivalent refractive index (ERI) model [14] , [21] , [22] . The XT occurring at each phase-matching point (PMP) can be well described. However, to achieve an accurate solution of the ERI model, a small calculation step size is essential, resulting in time-consuming computation to cover MCFs of tens of kilometers or even longer. The second approach is to use a large calculation step size (e.g., 100.0 m) with only a one-time XT calculation in each calculation step size, modeled as signal copies with a random phase shift [23] [24] [25] . This approach greatly reduces the computational complexity but cannot accurately describe the nature of XT in either the time domain of the frequency domain for homogeneous WC-MCFs, as will be proved in the later part of this paper. Thus, an efficient (fast and accurate) channel model for WC-MCFs in which the XTs can be accurately described with small computational effort is needed.
To accurately describe XT in WC-MCFs, the XT-relevant parameters (e.g., the mean XT power) should first be derived from the existing XT models with specific fiber properties (e.g., core refractive index profile, core pitch) and/or under external conditions (e.g., bending, twisting) [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
In our previous work [26] , the transmission performance of 100 Gbps PDM-QPSK signals was numerically investigated based on a simple MCF channel model ( Fig. 2 in [26] ). However, the de-correlation bandwidth in the channel model must be set manually. In [8] and [9] , we observed the relationship between the de-correlation bandwidth of XT and the relative time delay (RTD). A new WC-MCF channel model was developed; however, the calculation step size used in [8] and [9] was limited to several meters to describe the XT occurring at each PMP, resulting a highly complex computation.
In this paper, we propose an efficient (fast and accurate) channel model for homogeneous WC-MCFs. We first introduce the detailed description of the proposed WC-MCF's channel model. Second, the frequency-dependent XT that is calculated by the proposed channel model is validated via both simulation and experimental results. Furthermore, the scope of the validity of the proposed WC-MCF channel model in various situations is discussed.
II. EFFICIENT CHANNEL MODEL FOR HOMOGENEOUS WC-MCF
With a focus on describing principles, only two cores (Core A and Core B) are assumed in a homogeneous WC-MCF. XT caused by multiple interfering cores or XT for multiband signals will not be discussed in this paper. When there is no XT between Core A and Core B, the optical signals in each core can be well modeled by the NLSE without the rightmost term, which describes the linear coupling between cores [33] . z and t represent longitudinal coordinates and time, respectively. There are two individual polarization states (x and y) for both Core A and Core B, in which the electric field component can be represented as E A,B
x,y . These polarization components correspond to the principal axes of polarization in each fiber section. For example, E B y represents the electric field component of polarization statey in Core B. The NLSEs contain a differential operatorD and a nonlinear operatorN .D describes the propagation effects, such as polarization mode dispersionβ 1x,y (PMD), walk-off Δν A,B g , chromatic dispersion β 2 and β 3 (CD), and attenuation α, given by (2) . The PMD is modeled by the coarse-step method [26] , [34] . The values of β 1,x and β 1,y of the current scattering section z scatt,i are defined in (3) . z scatt is randomly selected from a Gaussian distribution with the mean and standard deviation set by the parameter's mean step size μ scatt and step size deviation σ scatt , which is given by (4) . The walk-off describes the differential group velocity between Core A and Core B [35] . The walk-off leads to small RTD between cores after transmission, which can also be referred to as the inter-core skew [7] represented as (5) , where L represents the transmission distance. ν A,B g represents the group velocity in a specific core when PMD is neglected. The nonlinear operatorN can be represented as (6) assuming complete polarization mixing, in which γ is the nonlinearity coefficient [33] .
Based on the modified coupled mode theory (CMT) for an MCF with a step-index profile, it has been proved that, regardless of the magnitude of the XT, the transmission effects can be modeled as (1) by adding the rightmost term [36] . However, (5) in [36] only focused on a continuous wave with a single carrier frequency. When there are multiple optical frequencies, the mismatch of the propagation constant between cores can be extended as
Δω 3 (7) where Δβ A (ω) differs for different optical frequencies because of the walk-off and the mismatch of chromatic dispersion parameters between cores. ω 0 and Δω = ω − ω 0 represent the reference optical radian frequency and the radian frequency deviation, respectively. The split-step Fourier method is chosen to solve (1) with a large calculation step size (such as 100.0 m to 1000.0 m), given by
where h is the calculation step size and the total fiber length L = Mh [23] , [24] . Fig. 1 demonstrates the solution scheme of the proposed homogeneous WC-MCF's channel model in which two cores are taken into consideration. First, the linear propagation effects Fig. 1 . The first row describes the linear effectsD for polarization state x in Core A, including the attenuation α A , the difference in the group velocity of polarization β A 1x , the walk-off Δν A g , and chromatic dispersion β A 2 , β A 3 . To simplify the model, we assume that the attenuation, walk-off, chromatic dispersion, and dispersion slope are identical for both polarization states.
Second, a coupling matrix is used to model the XT between cores as shown in the second color block. In each calculation step size, the XT is assumed to occur only in the same polarization state between Core A and Core B, and two polarizations' XT are independent of each other because of the slight differences in the propagation constant between different polarization states.
Third, the polarization random coupling is calculated using another rotation matrix based on the coarse-step method, which is applied in [26] and [33] , as shown in the third color block. The rotation matrix for random coupling of polarizations in Core A is given by
where θ is the random rotation of the axes and ψ is the random phase difference between two orthogonal polarization electric fields. We assume θ and ψ are uniformly distributed within
where ω is the frequency in the Fourier domain. We assume that the polarization random coupling between cores is independent of each other. Finally, the nonlinear effects in each core can be analyzed assuming complete polarization mixing. Therefore, the interaction among chromatic dispersion, XT, PMD and nonlinear effects after each calculation step size can be modeled, such as the polarization dependence of the XT. It should be noted that the calculation of the differential operator D and the nonlinear operatorN are conducted in the frequency domain and time domain, respectively [33] . The calculation of the XT and random coupling between two polarizations are all conducted in frequency-domain [8] . The calculation of the polarization random coupling needs to be performed after the calculation of the XT to avoid a phase shift caused by the polarization random coupling.
Next, we will give a detailed discussion of the coupling matrix to model the XT. Here, we take the coupling matrix proposed in [14] as an example. Similar coupling matrixes have been used in [23] [24] [25] [26] . After transmission within one small calculation step size of 1.0 mm, the XT in one step size is calculated by
where R 11 ≈ R 22 ≈ 1 is for negligible XT and R 12 is a real value ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 depending on the XT power. However, the coupling matrix has two deficiencies. The first is that the total power of the output optical pulses after the XT calculation is not equal to that of the input optical pulses. The power non-conservation also exists in the coupling matrixes used in [25] , [26] . The other deficiency is that the calculation step size cannot be set larger (such as 100.0 m) due to the calculation of the ERI model, similar to [21] , [22] , which means that it is too time-consuming for long-distance simulations (such as 10.0 km to 100.0 km). To speed up the simulation, the XT can be calculated only once in each calculation step size as mentioned in [23] , [24] . However, this process cannot accurately describe the nature of the XT in a homogeneous WC-MCF. How to describe XT accurately with only one calculation after a large calculation step size is an unresolved question.
To address this problem, we introduce the following new coupling matrix:
The main diagonal elements R 11 and R 22 in (10) are retained with real values. The power coupling from Core A to Core B is assumed to only affect the electric field amplitude in Core A without affecting its phase thanks to the low XT in WC-MCF. However, the values of R 11 and R 22 cannot be set to 1.0 to ensure rigorous conservation of energy after the XT calculation. On the other hand, it has been verified that the XT (R 12 in (10)) should be a complex value in a real homogeneous WC-MCF after several PMPs [4] , [5] . Based on [35] , the crosstalk transfer function (XTTF) in one calculation step size from z to z + h is given by
where K represents the mean coupling strength, which is discussed in [5] . Δφ x (z + h k , ω) represents the phase mismatch in one calculation step size induced by propagation constant mismatch, which can be expressed as
based on the phase transfer function (PTF) proposed in [8] .
For all frequencies, φ rnd x (z + h k ) takes the same value, which corresponds to the mismatch of β 0 in (7) due to random twisting and bending. As shown in Fig. 1 , because XT is calculated after D and before PMD, the calculation of the PTF of the electric field component E x in Core A and Core B can be represented as
The angle refers to the electric field phase of each optical frequency. Based on the modified coupled mode theory and the ERI model [4] , [5] , when the homogeneous WC-MCF is twisted by 0.5 round/m, there should exist approximately 100 PMPs in one calculation step size h of 100.0 m. Consequently, the average occurrence distance of XT h xt can be regarded as 1.0 m. If necessary, the twisting speed can be set according to the practical condition [4] . The subscript k in (12) ranges from 1 to N, which can be obtained by N = h/h xt . Each h k can be randomly selected within [0,h] according to a uniform distribution. φ rnd x (z + h k ) is also assumed to be uniformly distributed within [0, 2π]. After the calculation of C 12 using (12)- (14) , the values of C 21 , R 11 and R 22 can be solved by
based on the energy conservation of an arbitrary input signal, which is
where conj represents the complex conjugation function.
As shown in Table I , we assume that the two cores in a homogeneous WC-MCF have identical attenuation, CD, dispersion slope and PMD levels. According to the measured XT level of our fabricated homogeneous WC-MCF, the target XT power is −11.1 dB/100 km. Therefore, the coupling strength is 8.81 × 10 −4 (K = XT μ × h xt /L) with a mean XT power of 0.0776 (−11.1 dB) and fiber length of 100 km. An optical pulse can be injected into Core A with polarization state x and a bandwidth of 50.0 GHz. The signal is then upsampled by 16 times [9] . Based on an Intel i5-6500 CPU and MATLAB 2017a, the simulation is repeated 10 times to obtain the average simulation time. When the WC-MCF's channel model in [9] is applied, the maximum calculation step size h can only be set to 1.0 m, which corresponds to the twisting speed of 0.5 round/m. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the average simulation time is 2559.3 seconds for transmission over 20 km of MCF. Applying the proposed WC-MCF's channel model, the maximum calculation step size h can be set to 100.0 m or larger. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , the average simulation time is reduced to 147.8 seconds with a large calculation step size of 100.0 m without downsampling. However, we can also observe that the calculation of XT ((12)-(14)) consumes approximately 93% (137.3 s/147.8 s) of the simulation time even when based on the proposed channel model. To further reduce the simulation complexity by simplifying the XT calculation, an acceleration strategy is proposed: downsampling the XT's coupling matrix (represented as (11)) in the frequency domain with downsampling ratio R xt . The details of the strategy are as follows. After the calculation of the differential operatorD in each calculation step, the PTF of the two electric field components in both cores can be obtained with (14) . Since the signals are described in the frequency domain, the PTF can be directly downsampled in the frequency domain with downsampling of the ratio R xt . Then, C 12 (ω) can be obtained by (13) and (14) with the downsampled PTF. Lastly, C 12 (ω) needs to be upsampled by the spline method [37] with an upsampling ratio R xt to guarantee the calculation accuracy. To evaluate the effects caused by the downsampling, the relative errors Err rela are calculated as follows:
where T and L represent the time window (symbol rate×symbol number) and transmission length, respectively. To ensure that the relative error is only caused by downsampling in the frequency domain, all random parameters are generated with the same value with different downsampling ratios, such as z scatt in (4), θ and ψ in (9), and h k and φ rnd in (13) . Therefore, the relative error can be obtained with only a single simulation based on this method. Fig. 3(a) shows the relative error Err rela under three different walk-off cases (0.1 ps/m, 1.0 ps/m and 10.0 ps/m). We can observe that the relative error increases with the downsampling ratio. Furthermore, at the same downsampling ratio, the relative error will increase as the walk-off increases. Further analyses of the downsampling ratio are conducted under different situations. In addition to the walk-off, the XT power, transmission length and calculation step size are the three parameters that may be quite different from those in Table I considering a real homogeneous WC-MCF link. To investigate the scope of validity of the channel model, we set the downsampling ratio to 64. As shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the relative error of the XT will not change as the XT power ranges from −55 dB/20 km to −10 dB/20 km or with a transmission length ranging from 5.0 km to 40.0 km. Fig. 3(d) shows that the relative error decreases with the calculation step size. Thus, to guarantee model accuracy, a small calculation step size and small downsampling ratio should be chosen when there is large walk-off because a large walk-off and transmission distance will introduce more serious frequency-dependent XT.
In a real homogeneous WC-MCF, the maximum walk-off between cores is less than 0.5 ps/m in [38] and 1.35 ps/m in [9] . Therefore, it can be assumed that the largest walk-off in most of the homogeneous WC-MCF is approximately 1.0 ps/m. In Fig. 3(a) , we can observe that the relative error is approximately 10 −9 if the downsampling ratio R xt is 64 with a walk-off of 1.0 ps/m, which means that the simulation can be sped up with acceptable accuracy guaranteed for most of the practical homogeneous WC-MCF.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS OF RTD'S IMPACT ON XT
To validate the description of the frequency-dependent XT of our proposed homogeneous WC-MCF's channel model, we choose to investigate the de-correlation bandwidth of the XT under different conditions. It has been proved that the frequencydependent XT is mainly caused by the frequency-dependent phase mismatch at each PMP [8] , [35] . From (7) , the frequencydependent phase mismatch could be caused by Δβ 1 , Δβ 2 , and Δβ 3 , which are given by
where Δβ 1 depends on the walk-off and Δβ 2 and Δβ 3 depend on the difference in the chromatic dispersion parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the impact of the walk-off on XT.
Here, an optical pulse is injected into Core A with polarization state x. The transmission distance and walk-off are 3.0 km and 0.1 ps/m, respectively. The other parameters are the same as in Table I . In Core B, the output XT pulse in time-domain XT tim e after transmission can be represented as
As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the pulse width of the accumulated XT in Core B after 3.0 km of transmission is approximately 0.3 ns, corresponding to a walk-off of 0.1 ps/m. Fig. 4(b) shows the output pulse in Core A and Core B after 3.0 km with a walkoff of 1.35 ps/m. The pulse width of the XT in Core B is about 4.0 ns. We can conclude that the simulation pulse widths are consistent with the target RTD (walk-off× transmission distance). In addition, due to the large RTD, the maximum XT power 
As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the XT with larger walk-off is more seriously frequency dependent, which indicates that the XT's decorrelation bandwidth decreases with the walk-off. To elucidate the relationship between the XT's de-correlation bandwidth and walk-off, we sweep the walk-off from 0.1 ps/m to 1.5 ps/m with transmission lengths of 3.0 km and 4.0 km. All simulations are run 100 times to obtain the statistical characteristics of the XT. The de-correlation bandwidth (half width at 1 dB) can be calculated from the autocorrelation function of the XT spectrum [39] .
As shown in Fig. 6 , the average de-correlation bandwidth is well-fit with RTD (walk-off ×transmission distance) by the fractional function. The coefficient 3.98 is close to 4.0 according to Eq. 16 in [40] . In addition, the large fluctuation of the decorrelation bandwidth under small RTD should be caused by the limited frequency range of ±50.0 GHz and large de-correlation bandwidth.
In the Introduction, we mentioned that the frequency-dependent XT cannot be accurately described if the XT is calculated only once in each calculation step size when the calculation step size is large, such as 100.0 m. To prove this statement, we model the XT equivalently by (11) with h xt of 100.0 m, which means that there is only one PMP within each calculation step size. The calculation step size, transmission distance and walkoff are 100.0 m, 3.0 km and 1.35 ps/m, respectively. The other parameters are the same as in Table I . All values of random parameters are generated randomly, such as z scatt in (4), θ and ψ in (9) , h k and φ rnd in (13) , to describe the random PMD and XT. Fig. 7(a) shows the simulated XT pulse. Each peak of the XT pulses corresponds to the skew of 135.0 ps in one calculation step size. Since the XT is calculated only once in each step size, even if the XT is treated as a random signal, the XT pulse still appears to exhibit significant periodicity. Fig. 7(b) shows the corresponding XT spectrum, which also exhibits significant periodicity. This spectrum is obviously different from the XT spectrum in Fig. 5(b) and is also different from the XT spectrum measured in a real homogeneous WC-MCF. Because the twisting speed of a real MCF is approximately 0.5 round per meter or 1∼10 rounds per meter [4] , there are approximately 100∼2000 PMPs within a typical calculation step size of 100.0 m. We can model the XT occurring at the 100∼2000 PMPs within a calculation step size to describe the XT accurately. The cases in which the twisting speed is much smaller than 0.5 round per meter or the MCF is not in a phase-matching region should be further discussed in the future.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF RTD'S IMPACT ON XT
To verify the frequency-dependent XT calculated by the proposed homogeneous WC-MCF's channel model, the XT spectra are measured using our fabricated homogeneous 7-core WC-MCF. The average core pitch and cladding diameter are [5] with a bending radius and twisting speed of 105.0 mm and 0.5 round/m, respectively. The measured optical parameters of the fabricated WC-MCF are shown in Table II .
To measure the RTD between different cores, the 7-core WC-MCF is spliced with a pair of fan-in/fan-out devices [41] . One optical pulse is injected into one core and then detected by using a photo detector (PD), which is sampled by a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) LabMaster 10Zi-A. The sample rate of DSO is 80 GSa/s, which means that the measurement accuracy for time is 12.5 ps. Table III shows the measured RTD of two spools of fabricated WC-MCFs with different lengths, 3.0 km (Fiber A) and 4.0 km (Fiber B). The center core (Core 1) is chosen as the reference channel.
The XT spectrum is measured based on the sweeping wavelength method [42] . The optical wavelength ranges from 1549.5 nm to 1550.5 nm with a sweeping speed of 10.15 nm/s. Therefore, there are 10 million samples covering the whole wavelength range. Fig. 8(a) shows the measured XT spectrum from Core 2 to Core 3 in Fiber A. Fig. 8(b) shows the measured XT spectrum from Core 1 to Core 6 in Fiber A. The walk-off between Core 2 and Core 3 is 0.1 ps/m, and the walk-off between Core 1 and Core 6 is 1.35 ps/m. Comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 5 , we can conclude that the simulation results are very close to the experimental measurements.
Furthermore, for each spool of homogeneous 7-core WC-MCF, the XT from the center core (Core 1) to each outer core (Cores 2-7) and the XT of each adjacent outer core are measured. Each XT is measured bidirectionally, such as from Core 1 to Core 2 and from Core 2 to Core 1. As shown in Fig. 9 , the measured XT's de-correlation bandwidth of two spools of WC-MCF obey the same rule even if their RTD characteristics differ. Compared with Fig. 6 , we can conclude that the fitting parameters calculated by the proposed channel model are almost the same as that in a real homogeneous WC-MCF. Unlike the fitting results of Fig. 2(a) in [9] , the first four measurement points of Fiber A with small RTD are removed because of the large estimation fluctuation of the de-correlation bandwidth.
V. DISCUSSION OF THE SCOPE OF THE VALIDITY OF THE PROPOSED CHANNEL MODEL
The XT in a homogeneous WC-MCF can be modeled as the signal copies or modeled as virtual additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), depending on the relationship between the decorrelation bandwidth of the XT and the signal bandwidth [39] , [40] . In the proposed channel model, the coupling matrix of XT is derived directly from the evolution of the electric field. Therefore, the proposed channel model can describe XT accurately with an arbitrary signal bandwidth and de-correlation bandwidth. Furthermore, the proposed channel model can support the simulation of carrier-supported signal formats or carrier-less signal formats regardless of whether the transmission system is direct detection or coherent detection.
Because the typical signal bandwidth is less than 1.0 nm, the wavelength dependence of XT is not taken into consideration in the proposed channel model [42] . For multiband transmission signals, the mean XT power of each band could be set independently according to real fiber properties. For an MCF with multiple cores, the proposed channel model can be extended in future works. The proposed channel model does not address issues related to the time dependence of XT. The mean XT power in our simulation is assumed to be constant with time because the typical time window of simulation (e.g., 2.3 μs for 2 16 symbols with 28 GBaud) is much shorter than the de-correlation time of the short-term average crosstalk (STAXT) [30] , [31] . To describe STAXT, the shift of phase mismatch Δϕ between two simulations could be set according to a nonstationary Wiener process [30] or independent Brownian motions [31] . When the time interval between simulations is much larger than the decorrelation time of STAXT, the XT of each simulation realization should be de-correlated and can be generated independently. Thus, we can analyze the XT-induced long-term performance fluctuation by running the simulation multiple times.
The XT power has been proved to increase linearly with the transmission distance [5] . The probability density function (PDF) of XT power should be in good agreement with a chi-square distribution with four degrees of freedom [5] , [42] . To verify the above properties, we also input an optical pulse in core A and measure the XT in Core B. This method provides similar results to the sweeping wavelength method. For numerical simulation, an optical pulse can be treated as the superposition of continuous wave (CW) of different optical frequencies with specific amplitude and phase. Therefore, using an optical pulse to estimate the XT in frequency domain (22) should also have high accuracy. We assume the WC-MCF is lossless with different transmission distances and the walk-off is 0.5 ps/m. The other parameters are the same as in Table I . Therefore, the optical pulse covers the frequency from −50 GHz to +50 GHz, which is the double bandwidth of Fig. 13 in [8] . Because the symbol number and upsampling ratio are 2 13 and 2 4 , respectively, the frequency interval is 0.0061 GHz (800 GHz/131072). The total number of frequency samples of the XT calculation is 16384 (100 GHz/800 GHz * 131072).
Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) are the simulated XT power and the fitting results, respectively. The XT power in Fig. 10(a) is the mean XT power of each optical frequency, which is calculated by (22) . The error bar shows the absolute deviation of the measured XT power within 500 simulations. It can be concluded that the mean XT power grows linearly with transmission distance and that the PDF of the XT power is very close to a chi-square distribution when the transmission distance is larger than 20 km.
We can observe that the fitting result of the PDF of XT power at smaller distance shows a large fluctuation. The reason should be that the frequency range of 50 GHz (from −50 GHz to +50 GHz) is not broad enough. Therefore, we investigated the PDF of XT power at 5.0 km with different frequency ranges by setting different symbol rates. The frequency interval is maintained at 0.0061 GHz by adjusting the upsampling ratio and symbol number. The 1 dB de-correlation bandwidth of XT is about 0.1 GHz (1/(4 * 2.5 ns)) based on the results of Figs. (6) and (9) . We also ran the simulation 500 times. As shown in Fig. 11(a) , R 2 is very close to 1.0 when the frequency range is larger than 200 GHz. It indicates the frequency range should be 2000 times (corresponding to 200 GHz) larger than the 1 dB de-correlation bandwidth of XT to obtain a good fitting result of chi-square distribution. Fig. 11(b) shows the PDF of the XT power and the fitting results when the frequency ranges are 25 GHz and 400 GHz. We can observe the PDF calculated from larger frequency range is more accurate. We also show the corresponding XT spectra with frequency ranges of 25 GHz and 400 GHz in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), respectively. Another method to improve the fitting is to combine the XT samples of multiple simulations. Because the XT of different simulations are constructed independently, which is similar to decorrelate XT by using a large frequency interval. In conclusion, a large frequency range and multiple simulations can obtain more de-correlated XT samples, which will improve the accuracy of the estimated PDF of XT.
To confirm the mean XT power calculated by the proposed channel model, we swept the target mean XT power with different walk-off values. Each core is assumed to be lossless; the other parameters are the same as in Table I . We also ran the simulation 500 times for each condition. Fig. 13(a) shows the error bar of the XT power setting error. The error bar represents the absolute deviation between the target mean XT power and the measured mean XT power calculated by (22) . The setting errors of all simulation realizations are less than 1 dB when the target mean XT power is less than −10 dB, and larger walk-off leads to smaller setting errors. Fig. 13(b) shows the fitting results of a chi-square distribution for all simulation realizations. All the PDFs of XT power are in good agreement with a chi-square distribution with four degrees of freedom, except for the smallest walk-off 0.1 ps/m. This discrepancy occurs because when the walk-off is small, the de-correlation bandwidth of the XT becomes large. Within the same frequency range, there should be less uncorrelated XT power for different optical frequencies, which will lead to large fluctuation of the estimation of the mean XT power. At the same time, the R 2 of the fitting results will be much smaller than 1.0.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an efficient channel model for a homogeneous WC-MCF based on the nonlinear Schrodinger equations. The simulation speed can be improved by increasing the calculation step size to 100.0 m and by downsampling a new XT coupling matrix by 64 times in the frequency domain. This downsampling ratio is reasonable when the walk-off is less than 1.0 ps/m. We numerically and experimentally confirmed that the de-correlation bandwidth of XT decreases with RTD by a fractional function according to the theoretical analysis discussed in [40] . We also gave a detailed discussion of the scope of validity of the proposed channel model. We believe that in cooperation with existing XT models, the proposed channel model can be used to accurately analyze and optimize various homogeneous WC-MCF-based optical transmission systems. 
